s. leading the change.
speaking out. creating solution

Young Voices for the Planet
Civic Engagement Curriculum
LESSON 7: QUOTES FROM THE YVFP FILMS
Young Voices Speak Out and Create Solutions
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Young Voices for the Planet Civic Engagement Curriculum
See the Young Voices for the Planet Collection on PBS LearningMedia

QUOTES F
 ROM
THE YOUNG VOICES FOR THE PLANET FILMS
SAVE TOMORROW
“Working as a team, it gives you much more courage than if you’re working as an individual.
If you’re alone it’s always scary.”
Mari McBride
“When we were little and first hearing about climate change -- it was on the news, it was in
the papers, our parents were talking about it -- I just felt despair-- .It was just sadness. I
didn’t think there was anything anyone could do.”
Alice Van Evera
“We got older and we realized that the grown - ups weren’t doing anything about it. We kind
of lost our faith in adults.”
Mari McBride.
“No one was going to protect our future for us.. and so we were on our own.”
Alice Van Evera
“I think the fight against climate change is kind of like the fight of Harry Potter and the
Death Eaters.”
Lily Georgopoulos
“Harry Potter was born into this problem just like we were born into this problem. We
saw that Harry Potter was brave. Even though he was a kid, he made a difference. We
kind of saw him as a role model.”
Mari McBride
“When I was watching the Y
 oung Voices for the Planet films I’d never seen kids in action
before and it was really really amazing and I realized there was nothing different between
me and the kids on those screens and I could be doing what they were doing.”
Alice Van Evera
“We thought, ‘can we do something like this? Is it possible?’ “
Mari McBride
Young Voices for the Planet Civic Engagement Curriculum
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“So I got really excited and I got out a notepad and I started writing. All the sudden this idea
popped into my head -- Save Tomorrow! That would be the group name.”
Alice Van Evera
“We learned that there was a chance for all three of us to come and talk about climate
change at the town meeting.”
Mari McBride
“Lily and Mari and I all wrote some statements to try and get them to allow solar panels to
go on public buildings.”
Alice Van Evera
“At first we were a little bit scared. These were a bunch of grown-ups. They run the
world.”
Mari McBride
“To stop climate change, everyone has to pitch in and help. That means all of us right here
in Lexington”.
The Save Tomorrow team testimony
“...and remember what Dr. Seuss said, “Unless someone like you cares a whole awful lot,
nothing’s going to get better -- it’s not.”
The Save Tomorrow team testimony
“Then the whole town meeting stands up and starts clapping. Even the moderator was
clapping.”
Alice Van Evera
“It kind of hit us; We had helped this article pass unanimously. We weren’t just helpless little
girls.”
Mari McBride
“We literally just skipped out of the town hall.”
Lily Georgopoulos
“We had helped to get solar panels on all the town buildings.”
Mari McBride
“We had more power than we’d ever imagined in our wildest dreams”.
Alice Van Evera
“After that it was like, we did that… what can we do now?”
Lily Georgopoulos
“We found out that they were planning to tear down part of our forest.”
Mari McBride
“We love those forests and it was devastating to think that they could tear down all those
trees without even thinking about it”.
Mari McBride
“We immediately knew that we weren’t going to let this happen. We made a petition to save
our woods”.
Mari McBride
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“I think they were really just overwhelmed…. A bunch of schoolchildren fighting for this little
lot of woods behind their houses. This is where they play. And I’m pretty sure they hadn’t
even realized that.”
Mari McBride
“One of the reason that people listen to kids is we’re trying to do what’s right.”
Alice Van Evera
“Some adults… they’re doing it for the money.”

Lily Georgopoulos

“But they realized how much this plot of land meant to all of us and I think that helped them
make their decision. They kept the woods there and the woods are still there today.”
Mari McBride
“We saved the woods from there to beyond my house over there”.
Alice Van Evera
“We realized.. Wait.. we have a new school. We could put solar panels on our new school
reducing CO2 emissions and doing something about climate change. Our whole school would
be helping to save the world ! ”
Mari McBride
“We need to go out there and take a risk and make a difference.”
Alice Van Evera
“We’re taking it into our hands now”.

Lily Georgopoulos

“Seeing that we do have power and can make a change in the world, it’s really inspiring.
It really changes you.”
Mari McBride
“And I think it’s just going to grow from here”.

Mari McBride

“We could power our whole town on clean solar energy“.

Mari McBride
__________________________
Kids vs global Warming  all quotes from Alec Loorz
“Kids are the ones who will be most affected by global warming. By the time we’re middle
age, climate change will be a huge crisis if nothing is done today to help us.”
“I also came up with an idea to alert my city, Ventura, about the dangers of sea level rise
and how it will affect us. The project is called SLAP- Sea Level Awareness Project.”
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“Because of global warming, polar ice caps are melting causing the sea level to rise, and if
Greenland completely melted, which could happen in the next century, sea level would rise
over 20‘ worldwide.”
“So here’s what we’re going to be doing. We’re putting up poles all over Ventura to warn
about sea level rise.”
“What do we want?! Stop global warming! When do we want it? NOW! Says who? I do!
How come? I matter!”
Alec Loorz marching with his group “Kids vs Global Warming”
“We did it! We just installed these poles throughout the beach that warn of the sea level
rise because of global warming. There’s a line at the top.”
“I want to make it clear that kids have power. We have the power to make a difference.”
“The world will be drastically different in another way if we do make the changes we need
to make.”
“We can’t wait till we’re grown up and we’ve earned our phd’s or become senators
or green builders—we need to be part of the change right now.”
__________________________
Team Marine
“One problem that caught our eye was the effects of plastic bags on the ocean.”
Danny Fahrendel
“Living in a beach community that Santa Monica is we were aware of all the trash in the
streets, and the oceans and also the storm drains. We get the litter that we create but
we also get everyone else’s litter because it’s all channeling into the ocean.”
Evelina Weary
“There are multiple problems with plastic bags because while they may seem convenient,
the production uses a lot of petroleum and a lot of energy which is fossil fuel based and
it affects global warming.”
Evelina Weary
“How much resources we use just to make these simple plastic bags that are a one-time
use only, it’s really not worth it.”
Yassaman (Yassi) Sarvian,
“Oh God! I’m blinded by disgustedness!”

Yassaman (Yassi) Sarvian,

“What happen is they turn into small bits and go into the ocean and different sea animals
mistake it for food.”
Danny Fahrendel
“It’s more an ethical problem than an environmental problem because we all have the power
to change- to reduce our carbon footprint.”
Evelina Weary
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“Most of what Team Marine did was community outreach. We went out into the
community to educate others.”
Evelina Weary
“We’ve done everything from participating in beach clean-ups… to testifying at city council
to creating a video for others to watch and posting on YouTube to going into schools and
doing lesson plans and also going to grocery stores and asking them ‘are you being
environmentally friendly?”
Evelina Weary
“I myself as a teenager using reusable bags at a grocery store-- i get looked at lot
because teenagers don’t really use reusable bags- you know, it’s not cool. But I think it’s
cool and definitely everyone can do it.”
Danny Fahrendel
“We held two marches to propose a ban on plastic bags in the city of Santa Monica. I’m
never going to forget the day we actually went down to city hall and when they banned
plastic [bags]. We were there till 1 a.m. (1 o’clock a.m.) and they finally said they would ban
plastic [bags].”
Danny Fahrendel
“Good evening. I’m the Santa Monica Plastic bag monster. I’m doing what I do best. I emit
excess greenhouse gases, litter the streets, i find my way into storm drains and then I
pollute the ocean which kills animals.”
“Plastic bag monster” testifying
“If i could use a reusable bag and seriously take plastic bags out of my life, I’m sure
anyone else can. It’s an easy step that everyone can do.”
Danny Fahrendel
“Plastic bags are made in Los Angeles and less than 5% are recycled.”
Danny Fahrendel
“The petroleum used to make 14 plastic bags can drive a car one mile.”
Yassaman (Yassi) Sarvian
“And I’m sure if the county of Los Angeles can ban plastic bags, the whole nation can.”
Danny Fahrendel
“People see this as WOW - I can’t believe you people did this. You are making a difference.
You’re banning plastic in Santa Monica.”
Danny Fahrendel
“This will have so much benefits for the world as a whole.”
Evelina Weary
“Reduce, reuse, recycle, refuse and rethink.”
Danny Fahrendel
__________________________
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Olivia’s Birds and the Oil Spill  all quotes from Olivia Bouler
“When i first heard about the oil spill… it broke my heart.”
“I actually started breaking down crying at the table. What kept going through my head
was, “it’s nesting seasons for the birds. What are we going to do??”
“Thinking about it that whole night I decided to write a letter to Audubon.
Maybe I’ll raise $200? I’ll try!”
“First it went to the Mobile Press register. Then it spread to the Guardian UK... Then
Huffington Post. Then AOL philanthropy. It was going crazy. My mother was getting 100
emails an hour!” 144 million people had seen my story. 2 months… 144 million people.”
““It tells you. People want to help but they just don’t know how. That’s why I think they
need a role model… like youth to say, “if a child can do it, so can I. I can make a
difference.” “
“Have you ever seen a solar panel break down and it ends a whole ecosystem - destroys
a whole way of life for people and animals? Have you ever heard of a solar spill?”
“You don’t have to do what I did but everything that you do… counts.”
__________________________
Plant for the Planet

all quotes from Felix Finkbeiner

“I found out that Wangari Maathai planted 30 million trees in Africa in 30 years so I thought
if Wangari Maathai can plant 30 million trees, we students in Germany could also plant 1
million trees.”
“Each tree that we plant takes up 10 kilos of CO2 every year and each tree is symbol of
climate justice.”
“Climate justice means that every person in the world is allowed to pollute the air with 2
tons of carbon. Not as today as U.S. America pollutes the air with 20 tons year. A
German, 10 tons. An African. ½ ton.”
“Today I’m working together with thousands of other students in Germany and many other
countries to plant 1 million trees in each country.”
“There are adults and politicians who changed how they thought and really understood what
I talked about.”
“If the adults don’t do enough, we have to do it because we will live on Earth for another
80 or 90 years and our children will live even longer.”
__________________________
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We Sing Out
“The Hudson River used to be filled with PCB”s and it was getting into the fish and there
was a whole lot of pollution in there.“
Sofia Hockler
“Pete Seeger built the Sloop Clearwater with a bunch of his friends because he wanted to
get it out that the river needed to be cleaned up.”
Elyse Fox
“When I sing it makes me feel like I’m part of something big.”

Luisa Uribe

“It was scary at first because we were on this huge stage with, like, a 2000 person
audience.”
Elyse Fox
“We wrote a few songs using melodies from other folk songs and we wrote other lyrics
to them.”
AJ Lukan
“Our class wrote the song “We Sing Out” because we wanted to show that we had a voice
and we wanted to use our voice even though we were children.”
Elyse Fox
Lyrics to “We Sing Out”:
“Well, you’re only kids” they say, “and you’ll run the world some day. In the meantime just
relax, don’t say a word.” We can’t vote, but can’t you see, we can speak out musically, We
sing out so our voices can be heard.”
Rivertown Kids
“We did the album in 4th grade and in 6th grade we won the grammy award and I was like,
You’re serious?? We won it?”
Elyse Fox
“Every year we have a concert honoring Martin Luther King and all his hard work on
trying to have equal rights for African Americans.”
Luisa Uribe
“I hope I’ve changed people by making them look at the world from a different angle
because music seeps in and it moves you and it makes you think.”
Aine Gunn
“We use all these power sources that are destroying our environment.”
Marisa Mourgues
“Fossil fuels emit all these harmful gases many of which are the greenhouse gases
that trap in the heat.”
Marisa Mourgues
“Solartopia talks about how we should use sustainable energy because it’s always going to
be there.”
Marisa Mourgues
“We’ll learn to power houses and cars from the light that’s made up in the stars.”
The Rivertown Kids
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“We’re trying to change things by singing the song because I don’t think people are going
listen to you if you just talk to them.”
Owen Browne
“Even if people aren’t really listening to the meaning of the song, it will get stuck in their
head and eventually they’ll learn the meaning.”
Aine Gunn
“Song is like an emotional language that everybody can understand.”
Aine Gunn
“Pete says a lot of things like we are carrying on what he did so we have to live up to
that.”
Autumn Lennon
“I’m hopeful because when we sing, we get people to save the world.”
Gannon Hockler
__________________________
Girl Scouts
“We the children-- we’re going to inherit this earth and I want to inherit a clean and a safe
earth.”
Clarissa Klein
“Everybody can make a difference. It might be a small change in your house, a big change
but every little thing really helps.”
Hannah Poplack
“I’ve been a girl scout for 7 years and our troop organized the distribution of 5000 light
bulbs in the Bay area and San Francisco.” (energy-efficient light bulbs)
Hannah Poplack
“This project made me feel like I could do pretty much anything.” Clarissa Klein
__________________________
Green Ambassadors
”The thing about the Green Ambassadors which is so powerful to me and I love it is
because we get to do the solutions -- it’s actually youth empowering youth because we’re
in charge of it.”
Jordan Howard.
“We planted 60 different fruit trees with 30 varieties. Trees get the carbon dioxide out
of the air so planting more trees can reduce your carbon footprint.”
Jordan Howard
“Most of our energy comes from fossil fuels like oil, natural gas and coal. Once you burn
them they emit CO2 and the greenhouse gases are like laying a blanket over our planet and
it’s heating it up.”
Carolina Parra
“Here in the United States we’re trying to change it and many countries don’t see that- they
just think we’re bad- we’re the big monster that wants to destroy the planet.”
Carolina Parra
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“They’re trying to reduce the plastic by using canteens.”

Tracey Alvarez

“I don’t buy plastic bottles. I don’t use plastic bottles at all. That’s what a real advocate
is--someone who does something that really stands for something and carries it out
through their lives.“
Jordan Howard
“All the compost goes into our garden. We grow trees, we grow plants from that so I
think that’s a great thing we’ve done in our school.”
Tracey Alvarez
“There are solutions but we need to use them.”

Jordan Howard

“You’d really be surprised what one earth-positive solution can do for a community.”
Jordan Howard
“YOU can make a difference!”
Jordan Howard
__________________________
Dreaming in Green
“We couldn’t stop thinking, Is there anything that we can do?”

Nicole Martinez,

“It’s right on so many levels …. a moral level and at a financial level…"

Nicole Martinez,

“If you keep trying, you can’t lose… you’re saving money and, more importantly, you’re saving
the planet.”
Madi Cowen
“Over the course of a year we saved thirty nine thousand dollars. Of course we didn’t just
do this ourselves, we built an entire network of other students, faculty and other members
of the community.”
Nicole Martinez
“Because of sea level change, Miami, out of all the coastal cities in the world will have the
greatest economic loss.”
Madi Cowen

__________________________

Longing for a Local Lunch

“We represent the student body. They want better lunches.”

The Last Straw

__________________________

Kelt Wilska

Quotes from Milo Cress:
“I’m going to give a briefing on the hill (Capitol Hill) about my project to reduce the number
of disposable plastic straws we use and throw away.”
“It seems extremely wasteful to make a product that people use for less than 15 minutes
but that will be here on Earth -- somewhere on Earth-- long after my own grandchildren
are born.”
“These straws are sitting in our landfill, or turning up as litter on our countrysides, floating
in our streams, winding up in those huge islands of plastic trash in our oceans.”
Young Voices for the Planet Civic Engagement Curriculum
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I noticed that if I didn't ask for my drink without a straw at school or at restaurant it
seemed like it would come with one automatically in it. This seemed like a huge waste
because I don't usually need a straw. So I decided this is something I can do something
about. This is something kids and adults can do something about.”
“Anyone who can order a drink can order one without a straw whenever they don't need
to use one.”
“On my website I have a place where people can pledge not to use disposable plastic
straws for 30 days.”
“I decided to encourage schools and restaurants to offer straws instead of serving one
with every drink automatically.”
“This saves schools and restaurants money and keeps a lot of bus loads worth of straws
out of landfills”.
“It's time to think reduce, reduce, reduce instead of recycle, recycle, recycle.”
“My project has coverage by the Boston Globe, public radio, CNN and dozens of others.
Two books were published last year that feature my project.”
“But even when we choose not to participate, we're shaping the future of the planet, too,
because not participating allows other people to make all the decisions about the direction
our planet will take.”
“Using fewer disposable plastic straws is good for the environment and it saves businesses
money.”
“It’s time to reduce, reuse and rethink our plastic.”
The Skip the Straw girls, Falmouth, Ma:
“We watched the Young Voices for the Planet films and decided that we could do
something like that in Falmouth.”
Kalea Holdren
“We’ve talked to restaurants, girl scouts, schools and local organizations about not using
straws.”
Meredith Kinkade
“Now they do not give straws unless the person they are serving asks.”
Kalea Holdren
“Sign the pledge to skip the straw!”

The Skip the Straw Girls, Falmouth, Ma
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Save Tomorrow Producer Notes
When 9-year old Alice Van Evera saw all the Young Voices for the Planet films, they changed her world
view. “Those kids looked just like me,” she thought, “and if they could do that, maybe I could do something, too.”
Like the other kids in the films, Alice was concerned about climate change. She didn’t know what
she was going to do but she was going to do something. She organized a group, “Save Tomorrow”,
and enlisted her friends Mari McBride and Lily Georgopoulis, who she had known her entire life, to
join.
Several weeks later “Save Tomorrow” saw that someone was giving a talk at their church
about how their town of Lexington, Massachusetts could reduce its use of fossil fuels by
embracing renewable energy. In his talk, Mark Sandeen asked the town to change a bylaw
that prevented solar panels from being installed on public buildings. Afterwards the girls
asked him, “Is there anything we can do to help?” He told them, “Town Meeting loves kids. I would
appreciate it if you could come and speak.” He expressed how important kids voices would be at
Town Meeting.
The girls were nervous about it but they
thoughtfully prepared their comments and when
they spoke before the Board of Selectmen at
Town Meeting the following month, they got a
standing ovation. One of the Selectmen had
returned from vacation specifically to vote against
overturning the bylaw, but after the girls’
testimony he said, “I’m not standing in front of this
train anymore.” They voted unanimously to
! overturn the bylaw and solar panels were installed
on all the town’s public buildings. As Alice said,
“One of the reasons why people listen to kids is because we're trying to do what's right.”
Like so many of the Young Voices for the Planet stories, the
girls’ initial success motivated them to “flex their civic
muscles.” As Lily says, “We did that. What could we do now?”
The girls collected signatures and made a presentation to
the Conservation Commission to try to save the land
behind Alice’s house. They succeeded in saving it and it
is now a corridor between two bigger pieces of
conservation land.

!

I first heard the story about “Save Tomorrow” helping to change the
bylaw and saving the woods about a year after it happened. I was in Boston
during a big snowstorm. Many people were snowbound but I went on the
Internet and found a cameraman who lived in Lexington who had a
4-wheel-drive vehicle. We filmed the girls frolicking in 4” of fresh snow!
The editor of all the recent Young Voices for the Planet films, Peter Rhodes, lives in Brookline (near
Boston). We edited the Save Tomorrow film soon after that.

What was most exciting to me about this story was that it showed how effective the Young
Voices for the Planet films are in developing self-efficacy – the belief in one’s ability in
themselves to make change in the world and the belief in one’s ability to influence the public
decision-making process. Stanford Professor Albert Bandura wrote in his book Self-Efficacy:
the Exercise of Control, “Once developed, self-efficacy stays with a person for the rest of
their lives.” The “Save Tomorrow” girls were empowered for a lifetime of civic engagement
by their initial success.
In the newsletters on the Young Voices for the Planet website, you can read more about how
“Save Tomorrow” has continued to speak out and be involved: the girls spoke at the
Massachusetts Climate Action Network’s annual conference, at many Boston area screenings
sponsored by MCAN and Sierra Club, at religious congregations, at the Biodiversity for a
Livable Climate conference at Harvard, at a screening with Merchants of Doubt at the
Lexington Sustainability Forum, and at the Rashi School in Dedham, MA. Inspired by the
“Save Tomorrow” girls, the Rashi students raised $2500 for Young Voices for the Planet!

!

The “Save Tomorrow” girls and I appeared on Emerald Planet and
spoke at the WGBH Climate Forum for STEM Education (screen shot
from video above) that was live-streamed to thousands of teachers nationwide. The film was
shown at many film festivals and won festival awards including at the Boston International
Festival. Media coverage has included the Boston Globe, National Public Radio, and the
local Lexington, Massachusetts newspaper, Wicked Local Lexington (“Film follows Lexington
girls’ quest to ‘Save Tomorrow’”).
The girls continue to have a full life. After screenings, the girls often speak out in support of the
Barrett Bill that would put a price on carbon.
The “Save Tomorrow” girls were honored in May 2017 at the ribbon-cutting ceremony of the solar
energy system installation at the site of the town landfill. Speakers included Mark Sandeen of
Sustainable Lexington and Senator Mike Barrett.

See the Save Tomorrow Photo Gallery on the next page

Save Tomorrow Photo Gallery
Skyped into Emerald Planet TV show

Rashi School presentation

Rashi School

Harvard University

Unitarian Universalist Church
You’re Invited!

1.4 MW Ground mount and 800 kW Solar Canopies

Solar Ribbon Cutting & Tour
Date: Thursday, May 18, 2017
Time: 8:30 – 9:30 AM
Place: Town of Lexington Composting Facility
Hartwell Avenue, Lexington, MA
SPEAKERS AND INVITED GUESTS
Senator Mike Barrett
Representative Jay Kaufman
Carl Valente, Lexington Town Manager
Joe Pato, Lexington Board of Selectmen
Dan Voss, Chair, Lexington Solar Task Force
Lexington Board of Selectmen & DPW
Massachusetts DOER
PARTNERS
Brightfields – Site Development
SolarCity / Tesla – Project Construction
Syncarpha – System Owner
Parking provided under the solar canopy!

Join the CELEBRATION!
The Town of Lexington is pleased to announce our 2.2 MW solar
energy system which will generate 30% of Lexington’s municipal
electricity demand, $13 million in energy savings and $8 million
in health beneﬁts over the expected life of the system.

“Without the constant support of the Lexington community, this solar project never would
have been built.”
– Mike Singer, Solar Developer

Olivia’s Birds and the Oil Spill Background Notes from Producer Lynne Cherry
For two years, since I began the Young Voices for the Planet project in 2009, people had been
suggesting that I do a movie about Olivia Bouler, and in 2014 Olivia and I were both invited to speak
at the beautiful Hog Island Audubon Camp in Maine.
At 11 years old, Olivia loved birds. As we walked through
the Maine woods, she told me about her surprising success at
raising funds for Audubon’s efforts to clean oiled birds after
the BP oil spill. We stopped to admire and identify plants,
animals and insects and I
marveled at how similar she
was to how I had been as a
child, loving birds and art –
and drawing and writing about what I discovered on my outdoor
explorations. I liked her entire family immensely – her mother
Nadine was a teacher, her father Jim a green architect and her little
brother Jackson, at 9 years old possessed style and personality.
There were many things about Olivia’s story that I loved. When she saw the terrible tragedy of
the oil spill she mourned, but then she
asked herself, “Is there anything I can do?”
After “thinking about it all night”
Olivia got the idea of offering her
artwork to Audubon to raise money to
clean the oiled birds. Olivia was a very
good artist but her paintings still looked
like kid art that was part of their charm. She tells that story in “Olivia’s Birds and the Oil Spill”.
What I also love about Olivia’s story is that she realized that her
action would save many birds but she understood that the bigger
issue was our country’s reliance on dirty, destructive, nonrenewable fossil fuel. So she asked her parents to take her to visit
her congressmen and the Secretary of the Interior. An important
piece of information here is that politicians and elected officials,
for the most part, love to meet with children.
The film crew and I met Olivia and her family at their cottage in upstate
NY and we spent a perfect summer day filming, including going down to
the river near their house (seen in the credits) since there was amazingly
beautiful light that day. And their dog added a lot to the film’s opening
shots running through the woods.
The scene with the hawk was totally serendipitous. As Olivia and Jackson
were sitting in their fort, Liv heard a Red-shouldered hawk calling
(although she, amusingly, called it a “broad-shouldered hawk”). She asked
Jackson, “Want to go find it?” I was so impressed with the expert
cameraman Ed Nescott from Ventana Productions and his sound person who ran through the forest
filming and following Olivia and Jackson capturing the cries of the hawk and the moment when
Olivia and Jackson saw and pointed to it flying overhead.

Plant for the Planet
In the Young Voices for the Planet film “Plant for the Planet”, 11-year-old Felix Finkbeiner from Germany,
concerned about climate change, learns that trees take up CO2, learns about Wangari Maathai, and,
inspired, begins planting trees, first at his school, then, at other schools throughout Bavaria. When he
sets up a website enabling others to plant trees and post their trees on his website, his success grows to
mythic proportions. Felix was named a UN Youth Ambassador and has gone on to plant a billion trees.
The end of the film packs an emotional punch when, sitting in a lush forest, Felix plaintively tells the
viewer, “if the adults don’t do something, we have to do it because we will live on Earth for another 80 years and our
children even longer.”
Your%Turn:%go%online%and%research%Felix%and%Plant%for%the%Planet

Dreaming in Green Producer Notes from Lynne Cherry
I often get asked how, “How did you find those kids in your films?” Here’s how I found the amazing girls
in “Dreaming in Green.”
As a children’s book author/illustrator and filmmaker who
tells stories of hope and success, I had been asked to
conduct a workshop on communicating environmental
information through focusing on solutions rather than
gloom and doom at National Council for Science and the
Environment annual conference. The NCSE director
suggested that I invite a Florida teacher, Bertha Vasquez to
join the panel. Bertha had received an NCSE award for her
work making climate change, relevant to the lives of her students.
At the workshop, Bertha told how she had engaged her students in climate change by asking them to
research scientific papers that supported or contradicted the well-known
facts of climate change being human caused. The students found that
journal articles that showed that climate change was real, happening and
human caused were written by well-established, respected climate
scientists with advanced degrees and their papers were peer-reviewed.
These were the bulk of the articles about climate change. But their other
findings shocked them. “Ms. Vasquez!” they exclaimed, “the papers that are
saying climate change aren’t real are written by people who are not climate scientists,
and they are funded by groups that are funded by oil companies!” The students had
discovered this through their own deep research – rather than having it
taught to them -- and it made an indelible imprint.
Four of Ms. Vasqeuz’s students were very concerned when they
found that, of all the cities in the world, their city of Miami would
suffer the greatest economic loss from sea-level-rise-induced climate
change. As Nicole says in “Dreaming in Green”, “We couldn’t stop
thinking—is there anything that we can do?” They formed a coalition of
students, teachers, administrators, custodial staff and local businesses
and conducted an energy audit of their school. Their inspiring story
is told in “Dreaming in Green”.
When making a short film, there is lots of great footage that
doesn’t get into the movie. We filmed Nicole’s businessman
father telling us how he had not been very supportive of the girls’
efforts but when their energy audit ended up saving the school
$53,000, he said, “Now you’re speaking my language!” Taking the
lead from his daughter, he replaced air conditioning units in
buildings he owned with Energy Star units – and saved himself
thousands of dollars. He told his friends and they began to
switch to more energy-efficient appliances. This demonstrates
how student efforts can have cascading effects throughout a community.
Here Bertha’s describes how her integration of science and social studies led to her students’
enthusiasm and success:
I asked my principal if Carver could join Dreaming in Green’s Green Schools’ Challenge and I developed and
conducted several professional development workshops on energy-saving strategies for my school’s faculty, cafeteria and

custodial staffs, students, and PTSA. As a result, from September 2007-September 2010, the school’s electric bill
decreased by $51,700 and our carbon emissions by 297,000 lbs!
This is significant because the data shows that integrating environmental concepts across subject
areas leads to increased student achievement on standardized tests, decreased behavior problems,
and higher student attendance rates. (From Abrams, Kathy Shea (1999) Summary of Project Outcomes from
EE and SSS Schools' Final Report Data and Lieberman & Hoody (1998) Closing the Achievement Gap: Using
the Environment as an Integrating Context for Learning).
Since I plan the sixth grade curriculum at my school for my fellow teachers, I aim to help
students apply our lessons on energy to the real world. Each sixth grader at Carver completes a project
which includes calculating the construction and maintenance costs of various alternative energies and a comparison of the
costs of generating one kilowatt hour of electricity from fossil fuels versus renewables. Each student also completes an
extensive home energy audit. Due to my students’ efforts, a private roofing company painted the roof of our building
white to save energy costs.
My eighth graders researched for days to develop and present two actual environmental action
plans, one to the engineers of Miami International Airport and the other to the chief engineer
of Miami-Dade County Public Schools. The airport adopted some of their ideas.
Bertha Vasquez was featured in a New York Times op-ed about science teachers' lack of
understanding of climate change nationwide commenting on a survey described in the current issue
of the journal “Science”, “Climate Confusion Among U.S. Teachers”, that found that teachers spent
just one to two hours per year teaching climate change.
When Madi was in college, she did the same thing
she did in middle school and high school at her
college – started a recycling program and organized
sustainability activities on campus. The Dreaming in
Green girls are now in or graduated from college.
Larissa Weinstein was in school in Boston when the Young Voices for the Planet film Save Tomorrow was
shown at the WGBH Stem Education Forum, so she joined the Save Tomorrow team onstage for a
Q &A after the screening (far right in photo). This forum was live-streamed and viewed by
thousands of teachers.
The Dreaming in Green film continues to inspire schools to conduct energy audits, saving them
money and energy, around the U.S. and Canada. It is shown in many film festivals and at many
education and social studies conferences internationally and is available in many languages.

As demonstrated in many of the stories included in the PBS Learning Media lessons, once young
people have had success at having their voices heard it changes them for the rest of their lives.
Olivia exemplifies this. After she raised the $200,000 to rescue oiled birds
she created a book, “Olivia’s Birds: Saving the Gulf.”
She continued to speak at the Hog Island Audubon camp and at many
other venues. She had many art exhibits of her work at nature centers and
museums. Olivia was an excellent mentor to younger children and, after
giving talks at her shows, she would take the children on a tour telling
them stories about each of her paintings.

The Young Voices for the Planet
films Olivia’s Birds and the Oil Spill
was licensed by PBS in New York
state and was used as an interstitial –
a short film filler- when programming
from abroad was too short for
American TV. The film was also
shown in many film festivals and won
awards including a My Hero film festival Earthkeeper Heroes award. In 2011, as a White House
Champion of Change, she was invited to meet with President Obama. Over 28,000 people like
Olivia’s facebook page! She’s achieved amazing recognition at a very early age.
You can watch Olivia interviewed on Emerald Planet TV here. They also interviewed many of the
other stars of the YVFP film series who skyped in from all over the world to talk about their
continued work.

Kids vs Global Warming Producer Lynne Cherry’s “Behind-the-Scenes”
In Kids vs Global Warming, 12-year-old Alec saw Al Gore’s movie “An Inconvenient Truth” and learns
about the effect of human actions producing CO2 emissions and changing the climate. He
researches climate change for himself, creates an educational powerpoint presentation especially for
kids and starts Kids vs Global Warming, engaging many other kids who are also concerned about
burning fossil fuel without considering the long-term consequences of putting carbon dioxide into
the air. Alec also starts imatter cleverly transmuting the Apple’s iphone and ipod brand into “imelt”
and “igone” – and the more positive “ibike” and “imatter”. This film documents Alec’s unrelenting
work to inform the adult world about climate change and how it will impact his generation and
generations to come.
Kids vs Global Warming was the first Young Voices for the Planet film. When I described my idea to Earth
Island Institute’s director John Knox, he suggested I contact Alec who had applied for a Brower
Youth award but was too young. He had also been rejected as a climate presenter for Al Gore’s
“Climate Reality Project” – again, too young. But Alec was just the right age for our film. He came to
meet Gary Braasch and me at the Aquarium of the Pacific in Long Beach, California where we were
speaking and signing our books. Later, my film crew and I went to interview Alec on the beach in
their coastal town of town of Ventura and film him and his “Kids vs Global Warming” cohorts
trying to convince local officials to allow them to install Sea Level Awareness posts along the coast.
About 6 months later we again filmed them -- installing the posts and marching through Ventura
asking the adults to “Stop Global Warming!”

In the film, Alec and his friends erects SLAP posts as a dramatic visual demonstration of where the
sea level will be with different warming scenarios. This film documents Alec’s heartfelt concern
about how climate change will affect his life and the life of
future generations.
Our little Kids vs Global Warming film (about 6 minutes long)
was covered on media outlets including National Public
Radio’s Living on Earth and shown at many film festivals such
as Mountainfilm at Telluride and at many education
conferences. After a screening at The Association of Science
and Technology Centers (ASTC) National Conference, we
were asked by the American Museum of Natural History in NY to install one of Alec’s SLAP posts
at the museum’s Discovery room where our film played on continuous loop. At the opening, Alec
spoke to a standing-room-only crowd in the AMNH auditorium inspiring many other children.
Uptown in Manhatten, I introduced Alec to
NASA climate scientist, Dr. James Hansen,
the first scientist to publicly sound the
alarm about climate change at a
Congressional hearing in 1988.

Alec asked Dr. Hansen what was the one most important thing that
we could do to stop global warming. Hansen replied that we had to
put a price on carbon. Click here to see a short clip of Alec’s
interview with Dr. Hansen.
Our film was given to members of congress and, in April 2009,
Barbara Boxer introduced Alec at at her Town Hall Meeting in the
Dirkson Senate Office Building. Alec unrolled his Declaration of
Independence from Fossil Fuel signed by thousands of kids.
Alec has spoken at the UN and given a TED talk. His iMatter
group has grown and, with help from many other young people
(such as Xiuhtezcatl Martinez, founder of Earth Guardians in
Boulder, Colorado) he organized iMatter marches all over the
world.
Many other renowned scientists as
well as politicians, TV and movie
stars and dignitaries including Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Ted Turner, Barbara Boxer, Ice Tea, Mayor Villagrossa
have praised Alec’s work.
When Alec was 13 or 14 he came up with the idea of creating a “Climate
Recovery Plan and was one of the original plaintiffs in the Our Children’s Trust lawsuits, the
brainchild of Mary Christina Wood, a brilliant legal scholar who wrote the book, Nature’s Trust. On
Bill Moyers’ show, professor Wood described how Our Children’s Trust is suing the Federal
Government for failure to address climate change which threatens all children on Earth and all future
generations.
In 2010, Our Children’s Trust created short films to introduce the judge to the first youth plaintiffs
one of whom was Alec. We were glad to be able to help Our Children’s Trust with their profoundly
important case by allowing them to incorporated about 1/3 of our Young Voices for the Planet film Kids
vs Global Warming into the film about Alec presented to the judge. The Our Children’s Trust cases
are garnering a great deal of media attention.
Alec recently graduated from McAllister College in Canada and, now 21 years old, he is on the board
of directors of the iMatter Youth movement which calls upon young people to speak out and
become involved in local governance. With the US withdrawal from the Paris Agreement, imatter
encourages young people to secure commitments from their local governments to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions to levels “that ensure a healthy planet for ours and all future generations.” As they say,
“If we band together, school by school, city by city, we can end the climate crisis in our lifetimes.”
From the time he was 12 years old, Alec’s goal has been to end the climate crisis in his lifetime. He
has devoted all of his teenage years to trying to, literally, save the world.
Watch the film here to see Alec growing up and continuing his climate crusade. And here is another clip of
Alec talking about how we are all like raindrops going into a river until we’re an ocean of concerned citizens.
Thank you to our funders for their continued support! We are especially grateful to the Rockefeller Brother's Fund who have
committed to divesting from coal, tar sands and all fossil fuel investments!

